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DataMotion SDX Platform: Secure Data Exchange
Services for Healthcare, Financial Services, Public
Sector, and Insurance Powered by Microsoft Azure

MICROSOFT AZURE SOLUTION BUILDER PROFILE: DataMotion
The DataMotion SDX Platform is a hub for secure data exchange services – a unique toolkit that can be used to enable a
wide range of sensitive data-in-motion workflows. Hosted on Microsoft Azure, it helps enterprises reduce the cost and
complexity of secure data exchange to ensure information transfers are compliant with privacy and security regulations.
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Enabling providers and
patients to communicate
more efficiently goes well
beyond regulatory and
incentive programs – it’s
now a requirement. The
SDX Platform services
protect private, patient
health information and
help improve patient
outcomes through more
efficient, interoperable,
and integrated health
information exchange.

Financial services firms
are always exchanging
documents, faxes, emails,
and forms containing
private and confidential
account information. This
sensitive data must be
protected without
impeding the business
process. The SDX
Platform provides
seamless security and
compliance for any
financial data in motion.

Public sector agencies at
the state and local levels
constantly handle private
data and must maintain
the public’s confidence in
keeping sensitive data
private. The SDX platform
maintains public trust
with secure data
exchange services, such
as CJIS support for Office
365 email encryption,
secure file transfer, secure
forms, and workflows.

Do your customers use
your software or
application for business
processes that handle
sensitive data? The SDX
Platform is equipped with
comprehensive secure
data exchange APIs to
enable exchange while
protecting application
data-in-motion from
theft, accidental
exposure, and regulatory
compliance audits.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

“The DataMotion SDX Platform enables our income tax and utility billing divisions to interact with citizens securely. This is a
much more convenient way for citizens to resolve their issues compared with traditional phone or in-person queries.”
– Diana Steck, Manager, Accounts Receivable Division, City of Xenia, OH

LEARN MORE

For more information on the DataMotion SDX Platform, visit www.datamotion.com or contact sales@datamotion.com.
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Go-To-Market Services

Microsoft Azure

KEY USE CASES
WEB APPLICATIONS
Build anything from lightweight
websites to multi-tier cloud services
that scale up as your traffic grows.
CLOUD STORAGE
Rely on geo-redundant cloud storage
for backup, archiving, and disaster
recovery.
BIG DATA & HPC
Get actionable insights from your data
by taking advantage of a fully
compatible enterprise-ready Hadoop
service.
MOBILE
Accelerate your mobile app
development by using a backend
hosted on Microsoft Azure. Scale
instantly as your install base grows.
MEDIA
Create, manage, and distribute media
in the cloud – everything from
encoding to content protection to
streaming and analytics support.

Microsoft Azure is an open and flexible cloud platform that enables
you to quickly build, deploy, scale, and manage applications across
a global network of Microsoft data centers. You can build
applications using multiple languages, tools, and frameworks.

FLEXIBLE APPLICATION MODEL
Microsoft Azure provides a rich set of application services, including SDKs,
caching, messaging, and identity. You can write applications in .NET, PHP, Java,
node.js, Python, Ruby, or using open REST protocols. This is all part of
Microsoft’s promise to let you build using any language, tool, or framework.
ALWAYS ON, ALWAYS HERE
Build resilient applications with automatic operating system and service
updating, built-in network load balancing, and geo-redundant storage.
Microsoft Azure also proudly delivers a 99.95% monthly SLA. You can rely on
decades of experience in data center operations and trust that everything
Microsoft Azure offers is backed by industry certifications for security and
compliance.
DATA CENTER WITHOUT BOUNDARIES
Microsoft Azure makes it easy for you to integrate your on-premises IT
environment with the public cloud. Migrate your virtual machines to Microsoft
Azure without the need to convert them to a different format. Use the robust
messaging and networking capabilities in Microsoft Azure to deliver hybrid
solutions, and then manage your hybrid applications from a single console with
Microsoft System Center.
GLOBAL REACH
With data centers around the globe, a massive investment in data center
innovation, and a worldwide Content Delivery Network, you can build
applications that provide the best experience for users, wherever they are.
Learn more: www.microsoftazure.com
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